Jeep tj trunk

I finished my storage box for my TJ this weekend and I wanted to share. The box means I can
leave my tools and camping gear in the back, even when the soft top is down, without any fear
of it being stolen. The basic idea was a piece of plywood sitting on the wheel wells and butting
up to the tailgate when it was closed and locked. Below is the completed box, the plans are at
the end of this post. I was hoping it would be strong enough to hold my weight without any kind
of support in the middle which it turned out to be. Mike and I cut out the top piece first, only
needing the small cutouts for the roll bar on each side before it would fit nicely. Once it was in
place, we made a template for the tailgate cutout and a quick pass with the jigsaw had the
tailgate closing nicely. Next was the vertical back wall. It was tricky to get just right, so I spent
about an hour making cardboard cut outs for each side where it needed to tightly fit the wheel
wells â€” each side was a little different. I really wanted the box to be secured from the inside to
make it harder to remove or get into so I used the original mount points from the backseat to
bolt that piece in place. Cutting off the extra length in the bolts meant I lost only the nut width in
storage depth. Rear wall secured from the inside. After we screwed the top piece down to the
back wall using glue and about 15 wood screws, we thought for a while about how to really
secure it down. We found a hole and mounting bolt left over from the seat belts in the perfect
spot on each side. Again I cut off the extra length in the bolts to minimize the amount of storage
space lost. I also mounted my three extra 12v outlets behind the passenger seat and threw
some big hooks on top for a cargo net. I had to be careful where I put the hooks so they would
not interfere with the soft top bows or the canvas of the top when it was folded down. Some
other nice ideas would be to use marine carpet to help with the elements, and to first remove
your jeep carpet and seal that wood to the tub with some silicone caulk for waterproofness.
Nice box though! Looks strong, big, and pretty lightweight! Nice thing about those 12V plugs.
BUT, you may want to mount them so they are upside down. Will help ensure water stays out of
them. So your box top runs across the wheel openings to the edge of the tub? That is a perfect
place to put your upper windows when you remove them while wheeling. I am curious if you can
fold your top down with the box installed? I was curious due to the side brackets on the jeep
soft top. Thanks and nice box. It is the closest design of one I am going to build for my Jeep.
Dogs on top, gear underneath. I drove the Jeep all the way to Argentina and the box was
absolutely perfect. Tim, I am looking at doing exactly that. Did you ever get around to
completing this? Just wanted to say thank you for putting out your plan online, it helps with the
construction part big time. May improvise on your design in the spring when me and my dad
tackle away as a project. Hey, thanks for posting your build. Have a great summer! And after
cutting, did you go over the top of the roll bars or through the side when putting the top on?
Just trying to get it pictured in my head before I start cutting. After it was all cut to size, I think
we moved it in there from the back over the tailgate essentially a little sideways, then just
flattended it out and the notches fit. Good luck, have fun! Dan what was your route to Argentina.
Thinking of Costa Rica but worried about bandits of course. Would love to hear if you had any
advice on the matter. Thanks for the inspiration, how did the Jeep fair on that long a drive? Did
you mod your jeep other way to deal with the journey? And everything in the storage box was
safe as houses camera, laptop, passport, credit cards, etc. I highly recommend a lock box like
mine or something similar. I did no other modifications to the Jeep of any kind and it was
absolutely flawless. Not a single mechanical issue in the 65,kms, which is perfect. I loved the
little TJ, I highly recommend it. Let me know if you have my address from the form submission!
Thanks, Jayson. Hey Dan, Too bad! Same as other I want to tank you to share the idea online,
and thank to other to improve the original one, same as many of you I was thinking to buy a
commercial cover, but I do love to make my own, now I have the basics to start. There is no
road from Panama to Columbia the Darien Gap. One group did drive a Jeep through the Jungle
cutting their own road through the gap There is an independant film about their Trek. Great Film
and amazing story. Search the Art of Travel. This looks amazing. I am also thinking something
similar but will likely be making a removable version. Wish I was going for an epic trip but
probably nothing too crazy. I actually am thinking of building the front into a narrow sub box
and the rest as storage and bags. I also am looking to figure out an easy remove and secure
method perhaps with the back seat harness. I want to be able to switch out if I need to. I bet you
can come up with a way to use the clips the rear seat latches into.. Your email address will not
be published. Notify me of follow-up comments via e-mail. A new direction for The Road Chose
Me. Jeep The Completed Storage Box. Mike showing off his construction skills. Inside the box.
Mounting the extra 12v outlets. The completed box from the passenger seat. TJ Storage Box
Plans. Don't Go There. It's Not Safe. You'll Die. Todd says:. May 27, at am. Erik says:. May 27, at
pm. Tim says:. May 18, at pm. Dan says:. Nick says:. November 13, at pm. RevCo says:. January
19, at pm. January 20, at pm. Thomas Raven says:. June 21, at pm. June 14, at pm. Mike says:.
November 11, at pm. Jayson Henkel says:. June 4, at pm. June 5, at am. August 18, at am.

August 19, at pm. August 25, at pm. Stretch says:. January 18, at pm. April 19, at am. NT says:.
Dan Grec says:. Zeke says:. December 26, at pm. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email
address will not be published. A Painless Wiring dual battery isolator means I'll never be stuck
with a dead battery. See the full build here. Stop in and say hi and the shows listed below!
Recent Discussion. You opened a big can of worms. I didn't realize water James Cooper says:.
So much great information! The only issue I have with your Hey Matt, Thanks for the message
and kind words! I'm really I've set out to drive my Jeep Wrangler 80, miles in a circumnavigation
of the African continent. Read the announcement Here on The Road Chose Me you can read all
about my ongoing adventure, see my photos and watch my videos. You can also read back
through my 40, mile, 22 month adventure in a Jeep Wrangler through 17 countries from Alaska
to Argentina. How do I afford all this? What about Travel Insurance? The Gama storage bag
mounts to the sport bar in the JL and gives a surprising amount of zippered storage to secure
things out of the way. The XG rear storage wall provides storage for tools, tow straps and more.
Complete with pet net and optional rear cargo liner. Most Importantly, we want to inspire the
unique adventurous spirit that comes with the freedom of being a Jeep owner. We also want the
Jeep community to be able to stand behind our brand as a symbol of that passion and authentic
lifestyle. XG Cargo. In Ferdinand Magellan thought the world was much larger than had
previously been imagined. Allowing you to keep growing, keep exploring, and keep doing more.
Patent pending. Sold as a set. Qty Buy Now. Named after the famed explorer Vasco de Gama,
who was the first to sail from Europe to India. Easily carry tools, tow straps, emergency
roadside kits, medical kits or even jump starters. Being a renegade is a feeling and a lifestyle.
This bag is built to facilitate the two door Jeep Wrangler with secured shelved storage. The
Recon is constructed with a ballistic nylon shell and military styled metal buckles for added
security in the demanding off-road setting. Double sided molle attachment to customize fittings
inside and out. Sign up you will be put on the list to have access to new products and limited
edition products before they release. Don't miss out. Would you also like to be the first to have
access to our new products or limited edition products before they release? Sun-Shades
Magne-Lok Sunshade. Design Philosophy. Our Story. The Future of XG. Installation and Pro
Tips. Contact Us. Shop Now. Shop Now Make Room for adventure. Make Room For Adventure.
At XG Cargo we have strived to keep this our core message from day one. Sportsbar Systems
Adventure Ahead. Buy Now. Learn More. XG Cargo Magne-Lok. Say good-bye to sun shade
drama. The powerful neo-magnet design snaps in place when in use and hides away when not
in use. Made from the highest quality UV material we could find. Description Specs Fit In
Ferdinand Magellan thought the world was much larger than had previously been imagined.
Jeep Wrangler JL 4dr. Jeep Wrangler JK 4dr. XG Cargo Recon. Play Video. Quality Guarantee.
Try for 30 Days Risk Free! Created by the team that builds OEM cargo products for:. What's
Happening at XGCargo. Receive Discounts and Exclusive Content Sign up you will be put on
the list to have access to new products and limited edition products before they release. One of
the most coveted Jeeps of all time is a relatively low-volume, stretched version of the regular to
generation Jeep Wrangler. To find out why, I dug through lots of literature and interviewed
owners and off-road experts. What I learned is that the first-ever extended Wrangler offered a
blend of on-road versatility and off-road capability unmatched by any body-on-frame vehicle in
the history of Jeep. The company could probably never have guessed at that time that this new
stretched Wrangler wouldâ€”despite rather modest salesâ€”later become the holy grail of Jeeps
for many diehards. The concept of taking a short Jeep and offering a stretched model is a bit of
a tradition. And the CJ-8 is just a CJ-7 with an even longer wheelbase and rear overhang. In the
case of the new-for Wrangler Unlimited, Jeep added 15 inches of length to its stubby TJ
Wrangler, 10 inches of which were in the wheelbase, and the rest of which made up the rear
overhang. We set out to create a longer wheelbase Wrangler that could give those customers
what they really wanted, while maintaining the true fun and freedom of the original Jeep
Wrangler. The standard Wrangler was only rated to tow 2, pounds, but the
Unlimitedâ€”presumably due to the added stability resulting from its longer wheelbase and
higher weightâ€”could yank nearly twice that at 3, That vehicle took the Wrangler from niche
into the daily-drivable mainstream, and incredible production volumes prove that the move
worked quite well. Much Smaller Dimensions Than the Four-Door As a general rule, when it
comes to off-roading, small and lightweight is a recipe for success. Hop onto YouTube, and it
will take no time to find a jacked-up short-wheelbase Jeep Wrangler doing a backflip as it
attempts to climb a slope. Just look at this:. In order to get the ground clearance they want,
owners lift their Jeeps and install inch or larger tires. As with a drag car, if you increase the
wheelbase, you reduce load transfer, and the normal force at the rear contact patch has a larger
moment arm about the center of gravity, and is thus better able to counteract the moment
created by the thrust vector between the tire and the ground, helping to avoid flipping. Similarly,

if you decrease the vehicle ride height and thus drop the center of gravity, the thrust between
the ground and the tire has a smaller moment arm to cause the vehicle to rotate about its Cg. So
a low vehicle with and long wheelbase is key to climbing steep grades and avoiding flipping.
The Jeep will fall backwards. With a longer wheelbase, the center of gravity is farther forward
relative to the rear contact patch, and a larger incline angle is needed before such a tip
condition occurs. Backflip-avoidance is a major benefit of the TJ Unlimited over the smaller TJ,
but, relatedly, so is traction up inclines. Part of that, I bet, has to do with a higher likelihood that
the front and rear axles experience disparate grip levels at a given time. In that case, all four
tires will have to deal with the slick terrain, and the vehicle may not make it up. But if the
wheelbase is longer than the slick section, two tires will struggle on the slick surface, while two
with grip yank the vehicle up the obstacle. Thus, the angle of the incline, and thus the load
transfer to the rear tires, has been effectively reduced. Thus, the net grip decreases. Even the
base Jeep Wrangler LJ came with a Dana 30 front axle, limited slip differential-equipped Dana 44
rear axle not the much-maligned, highly breakable Dana 35 found on the standard Wrangler ,
and short 3. The base transmission was a 42RLE four-speed slushbox, which seems to be
regarded as just fine, though in came the NSG , a Daimler-sourced six-speed that gained its
notoriety as the decently beefy but unrefined transmission standard in the heavier JK Wrangler
four-door. On top of all that, under the hood was the unkillable, torquey horsepower, lb-ft 4.
First I talked with my buddy Steve, who has taken his off-roading to Moab and also drives it
daily. Continuing the discussion on daily-drivability, Steve mentioned how he was able to fit a
bunch of shelves in the back of his LJ. While that may seem like a hefty sum, LJsâ€”even rough
onesâ€”are still damn expensive today. Tech Editor, Jalopnik. Owner of far too many Jeeps.
Follow my instagram davidntracy. Always interested in hearing from engineersâ€”email me. The
standard Wrangler was only rated to tow 2, pounds, but the Unlimitedâ€”presumably due to the
added stability resulting from its longer wheelbase and higher weightâ€”could yank over twice
that at 3, The A. Truck Yeah. David Tracy. Truck Yeah The trucks are good! Prev Next View All.
Continue reading. David Tracy Posts Email Twitter. Share This Story. Get our newsletter
Subscribe. This rack was designed to maximize the storage in your rear cargo section of your
vehicle while dividing the cargo area into 2 sections! Allows easy access to your lighter
camping gear and keeps your light weight items from getting crushed by heavier items. It also
secures the cargo under it from flying around or being stolen. If you are interested in
purchasing this product, we recommend you call the GenRight sales department to discuss
shipping alternatives for the most attractive option. We promise to never spam you, and just
use your email address to identify you as a valid customer. Purchased this for my 4 door JK
with the universal brackets, it required moderate trimming of the factory plastics in the trunk
area but love how well it divides the cargo area. The dimple design strength and squared edges
are great for a cooler and perfect size for my trail tool box! Comes with the awesome powder
coat that holds up great as well. Hitting the trails and keeping stuff secure and out of the way is
a paint and these baskets were designed correctly. It's nice having a system to keep everything
off the floor or out of seats and not falling out of the jeep! I use this in my LJ when I have the
back seat out. It's nice to know that it also functions as a lid for that back cargo area and that i
dont have to worry about my tools and cooler getting ripped off. In the event I flop or roll my
jeep I won't have to worry about my stuff flying out either! Knock on wood Minimum Purchase:.
Maximum Purchase:. Gift Wrapping:. Choose a Mounting Option:. Add to Cart. Add to Wishlist.
Eye catching design has 3" dimple die holes for strength. Lightweight and strong, can hold lbs!
Holes for two different height mounting positions can raise or lower the rack 3" see pictures.
Works with Stock cage or GenRight roll cages choose mounts when checking out. Things
stored under the rack are more secure on and off-road. Laser cut and formed from high carbon
steel. Weighs under 20lbs. Powder coated in a tough semi-gloss black finish. One of the images
shows the dimensional size with our "universal" mounting brackets. Universal mounting
brackets can be mounted anywhere on the inner fender wells to fit larger items under the cargo
tray. Watch the video! Click on the Product Video tab. We also offer filler pieces for the 4 door
Jeep JK to make cargo under the rack more secure and keep weather out ACC We also have a
smaller size cargo tray ACC Can be used on the roof too. How do you rate this product? Write a
headline for your review here:. Write your review here:. Your email:. Enter your name: optional.
Related Products. Find out more at Find Similar Products by Category Accessories. Please wait
Skip to main content. Related: jeep wrangler tj parts accessories jeep wrangler tj storage jeep
wrangler tj light 98 jeep wrangler tj parts accessories jeep wrangler tj parts jeep wrangler tj
fender flares jeep wrangler tj headlights jeep wrangler tj floor mats jeep wrangler tj bumper jeep
wrangler tj parts accessories jeep wrangler tj front bumper jeep wrangler tj seat covers. Include
description. Placement on Vehicle. Front Items Rear Items Left Items Right Items Lower 11
Items Unspecified Length 5 Items 5. Fitment Type. Direct Replacement 46 Items Not Specified

Items Black Items Red 22 Items Silver 5 Items 5. Chrome 1 Items 1. Not Specified 40 Items Brand
Type. Unbranded Items Aftermarket Branded 7 Items 7. Not Specified 19 Items HJL 2 Items 2.
Toppower 3 Items 3. UN 1 Items 1. New
electrical wiring diagrams
2005 honda accord oxygen sensor
pamela rush
Items New other see details 10 Items Please provide a valid price range. Buying Format. All
Listings. Buy It Now. Item Location. Canada Only. North America. Delivery Options. Free
International Shipping. Free In-store Pickup. Free Local Pickup. Show only. Free Returns.
Returns Accepted. Authorized Seller. Completed Items. Sold Items. More filters Any Condition
New New other see details. Gallery View Customize. Find the right parts for your Jeep. Enter
Year Tell us about your vehicle to find the right parts faster. Free returns. Last one. Almost
gone. Shipping not specified. Amounts shown in italicized text are for items listed in currency
other than Canadian dollars and are approximate conversions to Canadian dollars based upon
Bloomberg's conversion rates. For more recent exchange rates, please use the Universal
Currency Converter. This page was last updated: Feb Number of bids and bid amounts may be
slightly out of date. See each listing for international shipping options and costs.

